constancy towards his later works and activities. His choice of university major was partly a coincidence (honour students admitted to Estonian Language and Literature did not have to pass admittance exams); he decided to specialise in folklore studies upon Prof. Eduard Laugaste's proposition, which the latter planned cleverly before giving Krikmann an examination grade; and he chose folk humour as his subject of course papers and later diploma thesis from Prof. Laugaste's recommended topics list.
In 1962, Krikmann moved to the researcher position at the department of Folkloristics, Estonian Literary Museum. His first task was the systematisation of folk humour files and compiling questionnaires for folk humour collection. Already in 1963, the Finnish folklorist Matti Kuusi initiated the research project for the study of North-European proverbs, and the first stage of this project comprised the compilation of the academic edition of Estonian proverbs. The work group of proverbs was quickly established and Arvo Krikmann was invited to join (dragged by the hair). Proverbs became his main subject of work and research for the decades to come. In the course of the project, the typology of Estonian proverbs was reorganised and the authenticity of proverbs was meticulously checked. The academic edition of Estonian proverbs was published in the academic source publication series Monumenta Estoniae Antiquae in 1980-1988, edited by Arvo Krikmann and Ingrid Sarv. The outcome of the work also rendered material for popular editions, perhaps the most important of which is Vanasõnaraamat ('Proverb Book', 1984) by Anne Hussar, Arvo Krikmann and Ingrid Sarv. In the course of the Estonian-Finnish joint project the edition of popular Baltic-Finnic proverbs Proverbia Septentrionalia (1985) was published in the FFC series (No. 236) in Finland. The opening chapters of this publication included Krikmann's statistical analysis of the relations of the proverbs of different Balto-Finnic peoples.
Krikmann started publishing articles on proverbs in parallel with working on the academic edition. In 1970, he left his researcher position at the Estonian Literary Museum and continued postgraduate studies at the Institute of Estonian Language and Literature. His Candidate's thesis on issues of the study of the contents and worldview of proverbs was completed in 1973. On the topics discussed in his thesis Krikmann also published several articles in the international journal Proverbium and the and Literature. In 2000, the department was fully incorporated in the Estonian Literary Museum. In this department, Krikmann has been senior researcher and principal researcher; he has been active as head of the research group of minor forms of folklore, has supervised research programme and several research and publication projects. In the following period, Krikmann's studies focused at greater length on figurative speech theories; a more thorough treatment of the topic was published in the opening issue of the publication series Reetor (2003) . This series publishes academic studies on minor forms of folklore, figurative speech theory and short forms of humour twice a year. Arvo Krikmann is the editor-in-chief of the series, was responsible for its launch, and has furthermore authored a monograph about Estonian phrases and idioms connected with beating and hitting in this series (Reetor, Vol. 3, 2004) .
In the past ten years, Krikmann has returned to the study of humour and jokelore. One summer (in 2000, I think) The list of Krikmann's work to come seems endless, ranging from the finishing of monumental works like the publications of Estonian riddles and the Balto-Finnic proverb project to writing new research articles.
Many happy returns, the best of luck and a long life, Arvo Krikmann!
NOTES

